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Introduction

 Management education has been massively impacted by digital transformation
 The MBA program, usually a cash cow, has been severely impacted
 Several programs shut down
 Executive education also heavily impacted
 Spillovers into other colleges / departments?

 Let us look at two aspects of this transformation

 How the field of management education is changing

 How universities need to adapt
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Management Education Under Pressure
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Personalized
Learning

‘ Differentiated interventions per person’ 
- Enabling choice/provision of content via flexible delivery mechanisms, adapted to individual 

learning styles

Providing individual and mass customization

‘ Informal interactions with communities of learners’ 
- Facilitating sharing with internal and external peers, experts, communities

Challenging ingrained assumptions, enabling re-calibration

Cascaded 
Learning

Collaborative
Learning

‘ Differentiated interventions per level’ 
- Creating learning interventions in a range of formats and depths, targeted to specific 

populations/segments

Deploying transformations, accelerating culture shift
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Change in What Business Students are Looking For
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The Evolution of Management Education
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How Universities Need to Adapt
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The Challenge for Universities

 Is the classic University Experience still relevant?
 Especially for higher ed in management?

 Universities seem to be losing the dual challenge of being applied and cutting edge
 Applicability was low in the past
 Currently the Tech Giants are catching up or surpassing educational institutions in being 

cutting edge too

 A large number of organizations developing education and training capabilities in-house
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Changes Required

 Speed of bringing new offerings to the market
 The established processes of new courses / material too slow, especially in State funded 

universities

 More / better use of technologies in creating and delivering content
 Practitioner – Academic collaborations in creating content
 Innovative methods to bring content to students, not the ‘classic classroom’
 Use data to personalize content and create learning journeys
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Takeaways

 Universities, especially business schools are undergoing disruptive change

 Old ways of creating and disseminating knowledge may no longer be relevant

 Need to refocus on applicability 

 Technology is creating the challenge, but also providing potential solutions
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THANK YOU!
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